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Abstract—Millions of mobile apps are available in app stores, such as Apple’s App Store and Google Play. For a mobile app, it would

be increasingly challenging to stand out from the enormous competitors and become prevalent among users. Good user experience

and well-designed functionalities are the keys to a successful app. To achieve this, popular apps usually schedule their updates

frequently. If we can capture the critical app issues faced by users in a timely and accurate manner, developers can make timely

updates, and good user experience can be ensured. There exist prior studies on analyzing reviews for detecting emerging app issues.

These studies are usually based on topic modeling or clustering techniques. However, the short-length characteristics and sentiment of

user reviews have not been considered. In this paper, we propose a novel emerging issue detection approach named MERIT to take

into consideration the two aforementioned characteristics. Specifically, we propose an Adaptive Online Biterm Sentiment-Topic

(AOBST) model for jointly modeling topics and corresponding sentiments that takes into consideration app versions. Based on the

AOBSTmodel, we infer the topics negatively reflected in user reviews for one app version, and automatically interpret the meaning of

the topics with most relevant phrases and sentences. Experiments on popular apps from Google Play and Apple’s App Store

demonstrate the effectiveness of MERIT in identifying emerging app issues, improving the state-of-the-art method by 22.3 percent in

terms of F1-score. In terms of efficiency, MERITcan return results within acceptable time.

Index Terms—User reviews, online topic modeling, emerging issues, review sentiment, word embedding
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1 INTRODUCTION

MOBILE apps keep gaining popularity over the last few
years. According to Statista [1], the global mobile inter-

net user penetration in 2016 has exceeded half the world’s
population. During the third quarter of 2018, Android users
were able to choose from 2.1 million apps, while Apple’s
App Store1 provided almost 2 million apps. While users
have a large number of products to choose from, the apps are
facing immensely fierce competition to survive.

The popular mobile app stores, such as Google Play and
App Store, use the star-rating mechanism to gather users’
ratings and feedback. The feedback and ratings can impact
an app’s ranking on these stores, and further influence its

discovery and trial. A survey in 2015 [2] reported that only
15�50 percent of the users would consider downloading a
low-rated app, while for the high-rated apps, the ratio
reached 96 percent. Thus, ensuring good user experience
and keeping users engaged can help maintain high down-
load numbers and increase benefits to app developers.

Recent studies [3], [4], [5] showed that frequently-
updated apps could benefit in terms of increase in ranking.
This is the case since the popular app stores factor in the
freshness of an app in the ranking process. Additionally,
app updates can also improve user experience. Specifically,
McIlroy et al. [3] found that the rationale behind updates is
often related to bug-fixing (63 percent of the time), new fea-
tures (35 percent), and feature improvement (30 percent).
However, not every update can definitely lead to positive
user experience and high ranking [6]. For example, the
updated Android and iOS versions of Skype released in
June 2017 received a flood of complaints as the new design
removed the key functionality and features available in the
older version, such as the visibility of online friends [7]. As
a result, its user rating on the App Store plunged from 4.5 to
1.5 stars shortly after the update [8]. Such situations are not
unusual, c.f. [9], [10], and can cause customer churn and
losses to app developers. The losses could be limited if the
issues were recognized timely. In this work, we aim at accu-
rately detecting emerging app issues by analyzing user
feedback.

IDEA [11] is one of the most recent works that can be
directly applied to detect emerging issues/topics2 from
user feedback. IDEA takes user reviews distributed in
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1. Apple’s App Store is indicated as App Store for simplicity
throughout the paper.

2. The topics and issues are semantically equal in this paper.
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consecutive app versions as input, and outputs emerging
app issues in the level of phrases and sentences. A modified
online topic modeling approach is utilized to infer topics of
the text corpus in consecutive time periods. Finally, IDEA
employs a topic labeling approach to automatically prioritize
the phrases/sentences that are semantically representative
of the topics. The prioritized phrases/sentences are
regarded as descriptions of emerging issues. Although the
approach achieves reasonable performance, it has several
limitations in accurately detecting emerging app issues as it
does not consider the following characteristics of user feed-
back and exists inefficiency during topic labeling:

1) Short-Length Nature of User Feedback:User feedbacks are
usually short in length, providing limited context. Accord-
ing to Genc-Nayebi and Abran [12], the average length of
app reviews is 71 characters. Besides, since the proposed
online topic modeling approach in IDEA is built upon LDA
(Latent Dirichlet Allocation) [13] and LDA is not considered
to work well on short texts [14], [15], IDEA may fail to accu-
rately capture the topics of user reviews.

2) Sentiment of Topics: Emerging issues are generally the
issues that negatively impact user experience, such as bugs,
or new features requested by users. Reviews corresponding
to these issues are usually accompanied by poor ratings.
However, current topic-modeling-based approaches do not
explicitly distinguish topics based on their sentiment, which
may identify the positive ones as emerging and generate
false positives.

3) Ineffectiveness of the Topic Labeling Approaches: The pre-
vious topic labeling approaches represent topics [11], [16]
with representative candidate phrases/sentences based on
their similarities with the current topics in terms of topic
distributions. Since topic-word distributions may not cap-
ture well the semantic relations between words [17], [18],
[19], [20], these topic labeling approaches may choose
improper phrases/sentences for interpreting the topics. For
example, the words “click” and “popup” are semantically
related to the word “ad”, but they may not have high proba-
bilities in the topic distribution of the “ad” issue. As a result,
the phrases/sentences containing “click” or “popup”may not
be recommended as the topic label. As the topic interpreta-
tions directly represent app issues, false emerging issues
would be alerted.

In this paper, we propose an iMproved EmeRging Issue
deTection approach, named MERIT, to mitigate these limi-
tations and more accurately detect emerging app issues.
Different from the topic modeling approach in IDEA [11],
where a topic is a probability distribution over single words,
MERIT considers topics over a mixture of biterms. Here, a
biterm is an unordered word-pair co-occurring in a short
context. The biterm-based model has been shown to be
effective in alleviating the data sparseness problem of short
texts and significantly enhance the topic learning [14]. To
tackle the second limitation, MERIT distinctly considers
sentiment-related prior during topic modeling, and thereby
can well distinguish positive and negative topics. The nega-
tive topics are adopted for emerging app issue detection.
For the third problem, MERIT employs word embed-
ding [21] which has been shown to be effective in converting
words into their distributed representations [22], [23], dur-
ing the topic labeling process.

To evaluate the effectiveness of MERIT, we perform
experiments on the same six real-world apps as IDEA [11].
Our results show that MERIT can more accurately identify
emerging app issues than the baselines, with improvements
in precision, recall, and F1-score of 21.0, 20.9, and 22.3 per-
cent respectively. We discover that MERIT can capture
more coherent topics (i.e., the top words belonging to one
topic are more semantically consistent) from user reviews,
focus on the negative topics, and better prioritize phrases/
sentences for interpreting topics. We also demonstrate that
MERIT can output results with reasonable time cost despite
its more complex design than IDEA.

The main contributions of our work are as follows:

� We propose a novel online topic modeling approach
for detecting emerging app issues. The proposed
approach can not only generate more coherent topics
but also well distinguish positive and negative topics
during analysis of user reviews.

� We design a novel topic labeling approach based on
word embedding techniques to well prioritize
phrases/sentences for interpreting the meaning of
each topic.

� We develop MERIT,3 a new tool that can detect
emerging app issues from online reviews.

� We evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of
MERIT on real-world mobile apps.

Paper Structure. Section 2 describes the background
knowledge and motivation of our work. Section 3 presents
the methodology we propose for accurate emerging app
issue detection. Section 4 introduces the experimental setup.
Section 5 describes the evaluation results, followed by Sec-
tion 6 that discusses the limitation of our approach. Section 7
presents related studies. We conclude and mention future
work in Section 8.

2 PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we present the background knowledge for
facilitating readers’ understanding, including emerging
issue detection, topic modeling, and word embeddings.

2.1 Emerging Issue Detection

In mainstream topic detection studies [24], [25], [26], [27], an
event/issue is considered emerging if it is (heavily) dis-
cussed in current time slice but not previously. The applica-
tion scenario of these studies is generally targeted at social
media platforms, e.g., Twitter and Sina Weibo. However,
user discussion on social media and app stores has signifi-
cant differences. One difference is that the app reviews usu-
ally associate with specific app versions, while typical social
media contents do not concern with the version concept.
Another big difference is that emerging event detection for
social media is simply dependent on volume of user posted
content, regardless of the sentiment associated with it; while
for app reviews, user sentiment is one indicator to emerging
issues [28], [29]. Thus, simply applying standard emerging
issue detection methods from the social media field is not

3. Available at https://github.com/armor-ai/MERIT.
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optimal for our scenario. In this paper, we define an emerg-
ing app issue as follows.

Definition (Emerging App Issue). An issue reported in user
review(s) at a particular time slice is defined as an emerging
issue if its distributions presented marginal fluctuations in
previous time slices in previous time slices, corresponds to
a significant increase in terms of the percentageof reviews
reporting it, and is negatively reported by users in the current
time slice.

For example, Fig. 1 illustrates the changes of the number
of reviews and user rating distributions over time for Face-
book. As can be seen, the number of reviews received on
July 14, 2019 is significantly larger than the number of
reviews received on July 12, 2019; this is true especially for
the one-star reviews (represented by the red bar), which
means that an emerging issue may exist for the recent
update. By checking the detailed user reviews, we find that
it was related to a huge redesign of the app in July [30].
With continuous monitoring and accurate identification of
emerging issues, such problem can be detected in a timely
manner. Developers can then be alerted of the need to per-
form further maintenance activities to ensure good user
experience. We also discover that both number of reviews
reporting the issue and user rating can indicate the emer-
gence of an issue. Involving review ratings in the analysis
can help our tool avoid false positives, i.e., topics that are
mentioned in many reviews but do not correspond to
important problems that need to be rectified urgently [27].

2.2 Topic Modeling

Topic models [13], [32] have been proven useful for discov-
ering latent structures in a collection of documents [33],
[34]. The models capture the co-occurrence of words in the
collection under a probabilistic framework by assuming
that each topic can be represented by a set of word clusters.
In this way, the models can uncover latent semantic struc-
tures (i.e., topics) in the documents. Due to the unsuper-
vised nature, the models such as Probabilistic Latent
Semantic Analysis (PLSA) [32] and Latent Dirichlet Alloca-
tion (LDA) [13] have been widely applied in mining soft-
ware repositories [11], [29], [35] where labeled datasets are
not available in practice. The outputs of the topic models
are two matrices: (1) Document-topic matrix, denoted as
Q 2 RD�K , where D is the number of documents and K is
the number of topics. The ith row of the matrix, i.e., ui 2
RK , is a topic distribution vector for the ith document; (2)

Topic-word matrix, denoted as F 2 RK�V , where V is the
total number of unique words (i.e., vocabulary). The ith row
of the matrix, that is, fi 2 RV , is a word distribution vector
for the ith topic. Table 1 shows an example of the output of
topic models, with top five words and corresponding prob-
abilities presented for each topic.

Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [13] assumes that each
document consists of a mixture of topics, and each word in
documents belongs to one topic.

Biterm Topic Model (BTM) [14] is designed specifically for
modeling topics of short texts. BTM extends a document
into a set of biterms (i.e., two terms) which includes all com-
binations of any two distinct words appearing in one docu-
ment. In this way, BTM can enrich the short texts by
explicitly modeling the word co-occurrence patterns. In
BTM, instead of assuming that each word belongs to one
topic, it assumes that each biterm relates to one topic. BTM
has demonstrated better performance than LDA in model-
ing short texts [36], [37].

Joint Sentiment/Topic Model (JST) [38] is also a variant of
LDA, but involves the sentiment of each topic. JST assumes
that each word should be associated with one sentiment
polarity, such as positive, neutral, and negative. The output
of JST is also two matrices but with three dimensions: (1)
Document-sentiment-topic matrix, denoted as Q 2 RD�3�K

where 3 is the number of sentiment polarities (positive, neg-
ative, and neutral); (2) Sentiment-topic-word matrix, i.e.,
F 2 R3�K�V .

Fig. 2 illustrates the differences among the above topic
models in terms of their input and output. However, docu-
ments mostly come as ephemeral streams in most scenarios,

Fig. 1. Number of review changes along with time for the Facebook app
on Google Play. Different color bars represent the rating distributions
with reference shown on the top right. (Statistics from App Annie [31]).

TABLE 1
Example for Illustrating the Output of Topic Models

Topic 1 Topic 2 Topic 3

term weight term weight term weight

video 0.014 update 0.021 link 0.021
play 0.011 better 0.006 notification 0.015
stop 0.009 slow 0.006 sign 0.013
audio 0.008 stupid 0.005 browser 0.012
music 0.007 stick 0.004 open 0.011

The top-five words of each topic are listed, with corresponding probabilities.
The meaning of each topic can be manually deduced from the top-ranked
words.

Fig. 2. Illustration of three typical topic modeling approaches, including
LDA, BTM, and JST, based on an example of user review (“video can not
play”). The symbols Ti and Si denote the inferred topic and sentiment of
the ith token in the review, respectively. Different colors indicate different
topics or sentiments conveyed by the corresponding words.
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such as scientific articles and Twitter messages, and thus the
topics and subordinate attributes (e.g., word distributions)
in the documents are time-evolving [33]. To capture such
topic variations, online topic models, including Online LDA
(OLDA) [38], have been proposed. The output of online
topic models is topic distributions along with consecutive
time slices, and Table 1 can be regarded as the topic distri-
butions of the documents in one time slice.

2.3 Word Embeddings

Word embedding (also known as distributed representa-
tion [22], [39]) is one of the most popular techniques that
represent document vocabulary by training on a large text
corpus. They map each word to a low-dimension real-val-
ued vector and are capable of capturing the context of a
word based on the semantic similarity relations with other
words. The words that exhibit the same semantics have sim-
ilar vector representations. For example, suppose the word
“photo” is represented as [0.53, -0.21, 0.02] and the word
“image” is represented as [0.49, -0.35, 0.01]. From their vec-
tors, we can estimate their distance and identify their
semantic relation. Word embedding is usually implemented
through training a machine learning model such as CBOW
and Skip-Gram [39] on large datasets. Phrases, sentences,
and documents can also be embedded as vectors based on
word embedding techniques. For example, a simple way of
sentence embedding is to compute the average word
embeddings in the sentence [40].

3 OVERVIEW OF MERIT

Fig. 3 illustrates the detailed steps of the proposed frame-
work - MERIT, mainly including five steps: user review col-
lection, data preparation (Section 3.1), training and use of
an adaptive online biterm sentiment-topic model (Sec-
tion 3.2), emerging issue detection (Section 3.3), and emerg-
ing app issue report visualization (Section 3.4).

3.1 Data Preparation

Since user reviews are usually written on mobile phones
with limited keyboards on mobile screens, they often

contain a large number of noisy words, such as misspelled
words and abbreviations (e.g., “asap”). In the following, we
elaborate on the preprocessing method and also the method
to prepare polarity-carrying words (i.e., the words that carry
sentiment polarities, e.g., positive or negative) for the subse-
quent modeling process.

3.1.1 Preprocessing and Filtering

We adopt the preprocessing method described in [11]. For
completeness sake, we briefly describe the steps here. We
first convert all the words into their lowercase and then lem-
matize them into their root forms following the lemmatiza-
tion method described in [41]. We also adopt the rule-based
methods in [41], [42] to rectify repetitive words (e.g., “very
very good” to “very good”), misspelled words, and remove
non-English words. Then, we extract phrases (mainly refer-
ring to two consecutive words following our previous
work [11]) for the topic interpretation procedure in Sec-
tion 3.3. We use PMI (Point-wise Mutual Information) [43],
a measure of word association in information theory and
statistics, to identify meaningful phrases based on co-occur-
rence frequencies.

PMIðwi; wjÞ ¼ log
pðwiwjÞ

pðwiÞpðwjÞ ; (1)

where pðwiwjÞ and pðwiÞ (or pðwjÞ) indicate the co-occur-
rence probability of the phrase wiwj and the probability of
the word wi (or wj) in the review collection. A higher PMI
value illustrates that the two words appear together more
frequently, and are more likely to be a meaningful phrase.
The phrases with PMIs larger than a manually-defined
threshold4 are extracted. Finally, we reduce the non-infor-
mative words using the predefined list of to-be-filtered
words proposed by Gao et al. [11], including abbreviations
(e.g., “ur”) and stop words (e.g., “is”).

3.1.2 Polarity Word Preparation

To infer the sentiment affiliated with each topic, we first cre-
ate a list containing words and their corresponding polari-
ties. We build the word list leveraging opinion lexicons
published by Hu and Liu [44], [45], which include 2,006 pos-
itive words and 4,783 negative words identified from cus-
tomer reviews. However, since the published lexicons are
from product reviews, there may exist discrepancies with
the app review scenario. To mitigate the discrepancy, we
adopt the collected reviews and extract 15,704 opinion
words, including verbs, adverbs, or adjectives based on
part-of-speech tagging [46]. Due to the huge effort in manu-
ally labeling polarities of all the extracted opinion words,
we randomly select 500/15,704 words based on their fre-
quencies for manual labeling. The selected words are a sta-
tistically significant proportion of the whole opinion words,
providing us with a confidence level of 95 percent and a
confidence interval of 5 percent. The labeling process is con-
ducted by the first author and two Computer Science Ph.D.
students. Each word needs to be labeled by two of the anno-
tators, and the label options can be “1 (positive)”, “0

Fig. 3. Overview of the proposed framework - MERIT.

4. The threshold is experimentally set.
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(neutral)”, or “-1 (negative)”. The labeling achieves 0.79
agreement rate5 and full agreement after discussion. Table 2
lists some examples of the labeled word polarities. We com-
bine the manually-labeled 500 opinion lexicons from the col-
lected app reviews with the published ones [44] as our word
polarity list.6 By integrating the opinion words from app
reviews, we can mitigate the polarity discrepancy caused by
solely using the polarity words from product reviews.

All the non-filtered words, phrases extracted following
Equ. (1) (where the words in each phrase are concatenated
with “_”), and the word polarity list are fed into the topic
modeling process.

3.2 Adaptive Online Biterm Sentiment-Topic Model
(AOBST)

Inspired by existing topic modeling techniques [14], [38], we
propose a novel unsupervised model named AOBST
(Adaptive Online Biterm Sentiment-Topic Model) for jointly
modeling the topics and sentiment of app reviews. We will
first illustrate the proposed biterm sentiment-topic model
for building connections between topics and sentiment, and
then elaborate on its online adaption.

3.2.1 Biterm Sentiment-Topic Model

To address the first two limitations described in Section 1,
including the short-length and sentiment characteristics of
app reviews, we propose a Biterm Sentiment-Topic (BST)
model. The BST model is built upon BTM and JST, since
BTM has shown better performance than LDA in modeling
short texts and JST can jointly model topics and sentiment.
We introduce the details of the proposed BST below.

BST assumes that each app review is a set of biterms B,
and each biterm b ¼ ðwi; wjÞ belongs to one sentiment polar-
ity s and one topic z. The modeling process can be described
as below:

� Construct a sentiment distribution p � DirðgÞ.
� For each sentiment polarity s:

– Construct a topic distribution for sentiment s,
us � DirðaÞ.

– For each topic z:
* Construct a word distribution for senti-

ment s and topic z, fs;z � DirðbÞ.
� For each biterm b in the biterm set B:

– Choose a sentiment polarity sb � MultiðpÞ.
– Choose a topic assignment zb � MultiðusbÞ.
– For each word wi in the biterm

* Choose a word wi based on the distribution
over words, i.e., wi � Multiðfsb;zb

Þ, where
zb and sb denotes the topic and sentiment
polarity, respectively.

The hyperparameters g, a, and b in BST can be treated as
the prior counts of the sampled sentiment polarity s, the
sampled topic z associated with sentiment polarity s, and
the sampled words for topic z and sentiment polarity s,
respectively. Dirð�Þ and Multið�Þ represent Dirichlet distri-
bution and multinomial distribution parameterized by �,
respectively. The probability of a biterm b ¼ ðwi; wjÞ can be
calculated as

P ðbÞ ¼
X

s;z

P ðzjsÞP ðwijs; zÞP ðwjjs; zÞ

¼
X

s;z

usfijs;zfjjs;z:
(2)

The parameter matrices, i.e., fQ 2 R3�K;F 2 R3�K�V g, of
BST can be inferred through Gibbs sampling [48] efficiently,
given all the biterms B. The parameter matrix F is the senti-
ment-topic-word matrix, with an example shown in Fig. 5a.
The first dimension of F is the sentiment polarity (i.e., s 2
f1; 2; 3g for representing each of the three sentiment — 1 =
negative, 2 = neutral, 3 = positive). We can regard the sec-
ond and third dimensions of F as a topic-word matrix
(RK�V ), with each row indicating the probability distribu-
tion over words for the topic. By inspecting the topic exam-
ples extracted from F, shown in Fig. 5b, we can discover
that the topics exhibit different sentiment polarities from
the sentiment perspective.

3.2.2 Adaptive Online Joint Sentiment-Topic Tracing

In the previous section, we have introduced BST for infer-
ring sentiment-aware topics from an app review collection.
In this section, we will describe an online adaption of BST to
trace topic variations of review collections from consecutive
app versions.

We first divide collected app reviews according to app
versions, denoted as R ¼ fR1; R2; . . . ; Rt; . . .g, where Rt

indicates all the reviews pertaining to the tth app version.
In order to capture the topic evolution along with versions,
we apply an adaptively online topic modeling mecha-
nism [11] to BST, i.e., adaptive online biterm sentiment-topic
model (AOBST). AOBST adaptively connects the sentiment-
topic word distributions in previous app versions with the
prior for the word distribution b of current app version.
Specifically, we denote the sentiment-topic word distribu-
tions in previous v version as fft�1; . . . ;ft�i; . . . ;ft�vg,
where v is the version window size determining the num-
ber of previous versions to be considered for analyzing the
sentiment-topic word distributions of the current version.
The connection strength h between the sentiment-topic word
distribution ft�i in the previous ith version and the prior bt

TABLE 2
Examples of Labeled Word Polarities

Word Sentiment Word Sentiment

comfortable 1 unnecessary -1

buggy -1 learn 0

weird -1 unclear -1

beneficial 1 exclude -1

consistent 1 blame -1

inform 0 unlock 0

Positive, neutral, and negative sentiments are indicated as “1”, “0”, and “-1”,
respectively.

5. The agreement rate is computed based on Cohen’s kappa [47].
6. For the coincident words in the 500 opinion lexicons and 6,789

published polarity words, we choose their polarities as the labels in
app review scenario. In total, we obtain 7,215 opinion words and their
polarities. Full list of the word polarities can be found in our replication
package.
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of the current tth version is defined as their similarity,
which is calculated in the following:

ht;is;z ¼
expðft�i

s;z � bt�1
s;z ÞPv

j¼1 expðft�j
s;z � bt�1

s;z Þ
; (3)

where i denotes the ith previous version (1 � i � v), and s
and z indicate the current sentiment and topic respectively.
The dot product ft�i

s;z � bt�1
s;z computes the similarity between

the word distribution of the previous ith version ft�i
s;z and

the prior of ðt� 1Þth version bt�1
s;z . Such adaptive connection

can endow the sentiments and topics of the previous ver-
sions with different contributions to the sentiment-topic
inference of the current version [11]. The prior bt is calcu-
lated as

bt
s;z ¼

Xv

i¼1

ht;is;zf
t�i
s;z : (4)

Based on AOBST, we can trace the variations of topics for
different sentiment polarities along with app versions, as
shown in Fig. 4. We describe the approaches to detect the
emerging topics and automatically interpret the topic mean-
ings with phrases and sentences in the next section. Since
we aim at detecting app issues, which are generally
expressed in an unfavorable manner by users, we focus on
the negative topics during emerging issue detection.

3.3 Emerging Issue Detection

In this section, we describe how we determine the emerging
app issues based on the evolution of the topics belonging to
negative sentiment along with app versions.

3.3.1 Emerging Topic Identification

Following the previous study in anomaly detection [49],
anomalies are defined as data points that deviate significantly
from the majorities within a group. In this work, we define
the emerging topics as those present obvious differences
with the counterparts in the previous versions. The identified
topics are regarded as emerging topics. We focus on the
topics inferred as negative during emerging topic detection.

We compute the difference of the zth negative topics
between two consecutive versions, e.g., ft

z and ft�1
z and

adopting the classic Jesen-Shannon (JS) divergence [50].
Higher JS value indicates that the two topic distributions
exhibit a larger difference. In this way, we generate a v�K
divergence matrix DJS (where v and K are the number of
window size and topics respectively) for the versions in a
window. We then use the typical outlier detection method
[51] to detect the anomalies

fDJSgtz �DJS

s
> d; (5)

where DJS and s denote the mean and standard deviation
of all the values in the computed DJS matrix. The threshold

Fig. 4. Illustration of the output of the proposed adaptive online biterm sentiment-topic model (AOBST). The horizontal axis represents examples of
released consecutive versions for YouTube on App Store. For each version, the AOBSTmodel generates its topic distributions, indicated by different
shapes, and the corresponding sentiment distributions (displayed with color bars beside the topics). Different colors represent different sentiment lev-
els, from angry to just-so-so to happy.

Fig. 5. Illustration of the learned sentiment-topic-word matrix F from BST.
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d determines how far the current JS divergence differs from
the expected divergence value as compared to the typical
difference (i.e., the standard deviation). We set d ¼ 1:25 for
accepting 10 percent of the total topics as anomaly topics
following our previous work [11].

3.3.2 Automatic Topic Interpretation

By directly observing the top few words per topic as shown
in Table 1, developers may find it difficult to capture the con-
crete meaning of each topic. In this section, we aim at auto-
matically interpreting each topic. We choose phrases and
sentences for the interpretation, since the meanings of single
wordsmay be ambiguous and entire reviewswithmore than
one sentence can express totally different aspects. The
phrases are prioritized from the candidates extracted during
the preprocessing step in Section 3.1.1. To solve the third lim-
itation described in Section 1, i.e., ineffectiveness of the topic
labeling approach in [11], we combine word embeddings
with topic distributions as the semantic representations of
words. We denote the proposed New Topic Labeling
approach as NTL. The details are described as follows.

(1) Interpreting Topics with Phrases.
The similarity Score between each phrase candidate a

and topic ft
z is calculated in two levels: topic level and embed-

ding level.
Topic Level. The topic distributions over words obtained

from AOBST indicate the topical relevance of each word in
the vocabulary to the topic. If one phrase candidate and top-
ical words are closer to each other in the topic space, the
candidate is more representative of that topic. We employ
the method in [52] to measure the topical similarity between
the phrase candidate a and target topic ft

z, defined as

Simtopicða;ft
zÞ ¼ �DKLðajjft

zÞ; (6)

where DKL denotes the Kullback-Leibler (KL) diver-
gence [50] which is utilized to measure the distance between
two probabilistic vectors.

Embedding Level. In the embedding space, if the phrase
candidates and topical words are closer to each other, the
candidates are more semantically representative. For this,
we propose a semantic match score based on the attention
mechanism [53]

Simembedða;ft
zÞ ¼

X

w

expðea;wÞP
w expðea;wÞf

t
z;w; (7)

where ea;wi
and expð�Þ indicates the cosine similarity score

between two embeddings and its exponential format. The
fractional term represents the similarity match score
between the phrase candidate and topical words in the
embedding space. A phrase candidate with a higher match
score with the top topical words will be ranked higher.

(2) Interpreting Topics With Sentences. For a sentence can-
didate s, its topic-level and embedding-level similarity
scores are computed as below.

Topic Level. A sentence candidate is more representative
of one topic if it comprises more words presenting higher
topic relevancy to that topic. The similarity between a sen-
tence candidate s and topic ft

z is computed as

Simtopicðs;ft
zÞ ¼ �DKLðsjjft

zÞ
�

X

w

�DKLðwjjft
zÞpðwjsÞ; (8)

where pðwjsÞ denotes the term frequency of w in the sen-
tence s.

Embedding Level. Similarly, we calculate the embedding-
level similarity of one sentence to the topic based on its con-
stituent words, defined as

Simembedðs;ft
zÞ ¼

X

w

Simembedðw;ft
zÞ: (9)

The overall similarity score of each candidate l (indicat-
ing a phrase a or sentence s) is determined based on the
combination of both topic-level and embedding-level scores

Scoreðl;ft
zÞ ¼ Simðl;ft

zÞ �
m

K � 1

X

j 6¼z

Simðl;ft
jÞ; (10)

and

Simðl;ft
zÞ ¼ m 	 Simtopicðl;ft

zÞ þ ð1�mÞ 	 Simembedðl;ft
zÞ;
(11)

where m 2 ð0; 1Þ is a real-valued weight for balancing the
two levels of similarity scores, l can be a phrase candidate a
or sentence candidate s, and m is a penalty factor to adjust
the similarities to other topics.

3.4 Emerging App Issue Report Visualization

For facilitating developers to efficiently understand the
identified emerging app issues, we visualize the evolution
of app issues along with versions based on issue river [11].
Fig. 6 (Left) shows an example for Swiftkey for Android.
The whole river represents all the app issues, and different
branches indicate different topics. The width of each branch
k presents the user-concern degree of the issue for the corre-
sponding version t, defined as

widtht
k ¼

X

a

logCountðaÞ 	 ft
k; (12)

where CountðaÞ means the count of the phrase label a in the
review collection of the tth version. So, wider branches are
of more concern to users. By moving the mouse over one
topic (i.e., branch), developers can track detailed issues
along with versions, where the emerging ones are
highlighted with yellow background, as shown on the top
left box in Fig. 6. We also show an example of changelog on
the right of Fig. 6. We can discover that the identified
emerging issue lag during word prediction was fixed by the
next immediate version, described as “More responsive typ-
ing” (the third item) in the corresponding changelog.

4 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

4.1 Dataset

We employ the same dataset by Gao et al. [11] for evalua-
tion. Details of the dataset are shown in Table 3. The dataset
includes 164,026 reviews (from August 2016 to April 2017)
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for six apps, from 89 versions in total. The apps are distrib-
uted in different categories, with two of them from the App
Store and the others from Google Play.

The word embeddings employed for topic labeling are
trained on 4,663,316 app reviews released by Man et al. [42]
by using the Gensim tool [54]. The dimension of the word
embeddings is set as 200, with other parameters set follow-
ing our prior study [11]. We openly release the trained
word embeddings in our replication package.

4.2 Evaluation Methods

We use the keywords in changelogs as ground truth (one
example shown on the right of Fig. 6) and employ the three
metrics as used by Gao et al. [11] for verifying the effective-
ness of MERIT. We define an app issue to be successfully
identified by MERIT and its baselines if its corresponding
description in the changelog of the immediate version pres-
ent a high similarity7 with the identified issues (either at
phrase level or sentence level). The evaluation method is
based on the hypothesis that emerging issues need to be
quickly solved in an updated version and thus are typically
reflected in the changelog of the immediate version. Here
we use three performance metrics as used by Gao et al. [11]
for verifying the effectiveness of MERIT. The first metric is
for measuring the accuracy in detecting emerging issues,
defined as PrecisionE . The second is to evaluate whether
our prioritized app issues (including both emerging and
non-emerging issues) reflect the changes mentioned in the
changelogs, defined as RecallL. The last metric Fhybrid is for
measuring the balance between PrecisionE and RecallL.
Higher values of Fhybrid indicate that changelogs are more
precisely covered by detected emerging issues, and more
changelogs are reflected in the prioritized issues.

PrecisionE ¼ IðE \GÞ
IðEÞ ; RecallL ¼ IðL \GÞ

IðGÞ ;

Fhybrid ¼ 2� PrecisionE �RecallL
PrecisionE þRecallL

:

(13)

where E, G, and L are three sets, containing the detected
emerging issues, the key terms in the changelogs, and all
app issues (including both emerging and non-emerging
issues), respectively. Ið��Þ denotes the number of the issues
in ��. We experimentally set the parameters as v ¼ 3,K ¼ 13,
PMI ¼ 5, m ¼ 1:0, and m ¼ 0:5. We also initialize a and b

with 0.1 and 0.01, respectively.

4.3 Baseline Approaches

We compare the effectiveness of our proposed framework
with a popular emerging event detection approaches on
social networks, OLDA [56] and the state-of-the-art emerg-
ing app issue identification approach, IDEA [11].

On-line Latent Dirichlet Allocation (OLDA) is an online ver-
sion of Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [13] that manually
captures the topic patterns and identifies topics of text
streams and their changes over time. It generates an evolu-
tionary word distribution matrix for each topic. In this way,

TABLE 3
Subject Apps

App Name Category Platform #Reviews #Versions

NOAA Radar Weather App Store 8,363 16

YouTube Multimedia App Store 37,718 33

Viber Communication Google Play 17,126 8

Clean Master Tools Google Play 44,327 7

Ebay Shopping Google Play 35,483 9

Swiftkey Productivity Google Play 21,009 16

Fig. 6. Issue river of the SwiftKey app (left) and changelog of the version 5.1.1.66 (right). For the issue river, the whole topic flow is visualized as a
river, and the number of topics K is set as 12, corresponding to 12 branches of the river. The horizontal axis presents consecutive app versions, and
the branches with larger widths illustrate that the corresponding issues relatively concern users more for those versions. For the changelog, we high-
light keywords in yellow background.

7. The similarity is measured as the cosine score between the two
vector representations in the word embedding space, and it is high if
the cosine score is larger than 0.6 [55].
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it incrementally builds an up-to-date model when new
documents appear. The emerging topics in the current app
version are determined by comparison with the topic distri-
butions in the previous version.

IDEA is a state-of-the-art emerging app issue identification
approach proposed recently. It improves OLDA by consider-
ing the topic distributions in previous versions within a ver-
sion window during emerging topic detection. The improved
method is named as Adaptive OLDA (AOLDA). It also
includes an automatic topic interpretationmethod for labeling
each topicwith themost representativephrases and sentences.

5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we describes results of the evaluation of
MERIT through experiments and compare it with the state-
of-the-art tool, IDEA [11], and another competing approach,
OLDA [56], to assess its capability in identifying emerging
app issues for developers. Our experiments are aimed to
answer the following research questions:

RQ1: What is the performance of MERIT in detecting
emerging app issues?

RQ2: What is the impact of different extensions on the per-
formance of MERIT? The extensions include adopt-
ing BTM for topic modeling instead of LDA,
considering sentiment for each topic, and the new
topic labeling approach.

5.1 RQ1: What is the Performance of MERIT in
Detecting Emerging App Issues?

This research question relates to the capability of MERIT in
identifying accurate and complete emerging app issues in

comparison with IDEA [11] and OLDA [56]. Having too
many false positives would end up being counterproduc-
tive, whereas having too many false negatives would mean
that the proposed framework is not able to alert emerging
issues in many cases where those are important. Table 4 dis-
plays the comparison results.

As seen in Table 4, the proposed MERIT approach out-
performs the baseline approaches on all the metrics. We dis-
cuss the performance of MERIT from two aspects as below.

Result 1: Interpreting Topics With Phrases versus Sentences.
As mentioned in Section 3.3.2, there are two ways to repre-
sent an app issue: by phrases and by sentences. For example,
the “Label” and “Sentences” in the top boxes of Fig. 6 are the
phrase and sentence representations respectively. As shown
in Table 4, considering all the three methods, issues in sen-
tences present better performance than those in phrases with
9.5, 29.1, and 15.6 percent increase in PrecisionE , RecallL,
and Fhybrid on average respectively. This result may be attrib-
uted to the fact that sentences can convey more details than
phrases and thereby cover more key terms mentioned in
changelogs, which is also in line with findings of our previ-
ous study [11]. Specifically, the sentences identified by
MERIT can enhance the performance of phrases by 8.1, 22.6,
and 16.3 percent wrt. three metrics, respectively. We then
use Wilcoxon signed-rank test [57] for statistical significance
test, and Cliff’s Delta (or d) to measure the effect size [58].
The significance test result (p� value < 0:05) and large
effect size (d ¼ 2:76) on the difference in the mean of the
Fhybrid scores of phrase-level issues and sentence-level issues
confirm the better performance of sentence representations
over phrase representations.

Result 2: MERIT versus Baselines. Comparing MERIT with
baseline approaches, we find that MERIT can outperform
both baselines in all the three metrics with respect to

TABLE 4
Comparison Results With Baseline Approaches

App Name (#avg. reviews) Method Phrase Sentence

PrecisionE RecallL Fhybrid PrecisionE RecallL Fhybrid

YouTube (1,143) OLDA 0.441 0.462 0.451 0.578 0.664 0.597
IDEA 0.592 0.472 0.523 0.628 0.666 0.636
MERIT 0.625 0.551 0.586 0.667 0.760 0.710

Clean Master (6,332) OLDA 0.300 0.269 0.160 0.200 0.421 0.129
IDEA 0.667 0.318 0.431 0.667 0.434 0.526
MERIT 0.667 0.468 0.550 0.833 0.848 0.841

Viber (2,141) OLDA 0.157 0.305 0.166 0.313 0.550 0.375
IDEA 0.625 0.340 0.440 0.625 0.651 0.638
MERIT 0.667 0.706 0.686 0.833 0.809 0.821

Ebay (3,943) OLDA 0.167 0.238 0.196 0.500 0.488 0.494
IDEA 0.229 0.251 0.227 0.646 0.527 0.580
MERIT 0.889 0.508 0.646 1.000 0.749 0.857

SwiftKey (1,313) OLDA 0.100 0.567 0.148 0.367 0.617 0.458
IDEA 0.517 0.653 0.523 0.583 0.700 0.587
MERIT 0.800 0.633 0.707 0.800 0.867 0.832

NOAA Radar (523) OLDA 0.468 0.528 0.473 0.482 0.622 0.534
IDEA 0.571 0.497 0.531 0.476 0.639 0.546
MERIT 0.750 0.654 0.699 0.750 0.840 0.793

The value under each app name indicates the average number of reviews across the versions, and bold figures highlight better results.
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sentence-level issues. For phrase-level issues, although
MERIT shows a slightly lower RecallL than IDEA for the
SwiftKey app, it exhibits better performance in both
PrecisionE and Fhybrid. On average, MERIT can achieve pre-
cision, recall, and f-score of 81.4, 81.2, and 80.9 percent
respectively, and outperform OLDA by 37.8 percent and
IDEA by 22.3 percent for Fhybrid, which indicates that MERIT
can better balance the precision and recall in emerging issue
detection. Besides, the significant statistical test results
(p� value < 0:01) and large effect sizes (d > 2) on the
Fhybrid scores for both phrase and sentence -level issues of
MERIT and IDEA/OLDA confirm the superiority of MERIT
over IDEA/OLDA.

5.2 RQ2: What is the Impact of Different Extensions
on the Performance of MERIT?

MERIT extends IDEA by (1) adopting BTM for topic model-
ing instead of LDA, (2) jointly modeling sentiment and
topics, and (3) employ the proposed word-embedding-
based topic labeling (NTL) approach. We perform ablation
experiments by considering each of the 3 extensions one-at-
a-time, which we refer to as “+BTM”, “+Sentiment”, and
“+NTL” respectively. Table 5 shows the results of compar-
ing each of these 3 approaches with the baselines.

Unsurprisingly, the combination of all extensions gives
the greatest improvements in terms of Fhybrid, and all the
components are beneficial on their own. Similar to the
answer to RQ1, we also observe that sentence-level issues
generally present better performance than the phrase-level
issues.

Specifically, with respect to each extension considered
independently using BTM instead of LDA for topic model-
ing can enhance the average performance by 8.8 and 16.9
percent for the phrase-level and sentence-level Fhybrid scores
respectively. In terms of PrecisionE and RecallL, with BTM
involved, the performance increases by 11.5 and 19.0 per-
cent, respectively. When jointly modeling topics with the
sentiment, the Fhybrid scores are increased by 5.8 and 19.4
percent in terms of phrase and sentence representations,
respectively. On average, both precision and recall show an
increasing trend, +9.6 and +13.4 percent, respectively. The
results indicate that by the considerations of sentiments,
overall results including both precision and recall have
been improved. But for some apps, such as YouTube and
Clean Master, although the recall is increased (+20.2 and
+31.4 percent respectively), the precision is slightly dropped
(-7.8 and -4.2 percent respectively). This may be because
with the sentiment involved, the topics predicted as nega-
tive sentiment tend to be identified as emerging issues,

TABLE 5
Ablation Experiments With Different Extensions Turned On/Off

The value under each app name indicates the average number of reviews across the versions, and bold figures highlight better results. The methods “+BTM”,
“+Sentiment”, “+NTL” respectively represent the extensions upon IDEA that we propose in this work, including using BTM for topic modeling instead of LDA,
combining topics with sentiment, and enhancing the topic labeling step with word embeddings.
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which is helpful for enhancing the recall. But the negative
topics might not always be emerging, such as some con-
stantly recurring topics (e.g., the “screen” topic for YouTube
and the “battery” topic for Clean Master), so the precision is
slightly weakened. Besides, involving word embeddings
during topic interpretation gives us a 7.3 percent increase
for phrase-level issues and a 5.9 percent increase for sen-
tence-level issues with respect to Fhybrid. We also observe
that although the YouTube app (with 1,143 reviews per ver-
sion) shows a slightly decrease (-2.4 percent) on the Fhybrid

score, all the other apps, especially NOAA Radar which has
only 523 reviews per version, enjoy an increase. Thus, the
experiment results demonstrate that the novel topic labeling
method can work well even for apps with few reviews.
Moreover, the gain from different extensions is not fully
cumulative since the information delivered by these compo-
nents overlaps. For instance, both the topic modeling and
topic labeling steps help capture the semantics of the words
in app reviews to generate accurate emerging issues.

6 DISCUSSIONS

In this section, we discuss the advantages of MERIT, its lim-
itations, time cost, impacts of different parameters, and the
threats.

6.1 Why Does Our Model Work?

We have identified three advantages of MERIT that may
explain its effectiveness in detecting emerging app issues.

Observation 1: MERIT Can Better Model the Topics of Short
Texts. In this work, we propose to use the biterm topic model
(BTM) for short text mining instead of LDA. Since LDA
learns review-level word co-occurrence patterns to reveal
topics, it suffers from the severe data sparsity in short review
texts. Instead, BTM learns the topics from word co-occur-
rence patterns directly and thus alleviate the data sparsity
problem. Table 6 shows the top eight terms of three example

topics obtained from LDA and BTM. We discover that BTM
can generate more semantically-coherent terms for each
topic. For example, the terms “also”, “there be”, and
“great app” terms are not related to Topic 2 “play button”. The
semantic inconsistency of the top terms in one emerging
issue would confuse developers or influence the perfor-
mance of subsequent automatic topic interpretation step. By
using BTM instead of LDA for review modeling, the seman-
tics of top terms belonging to one topic can bemore coherent.

Observation 2: MERIT Can Focus on Negative Topics. As
shown in Fig. 5, the topics extracted from reviews are usu-
ally mingled with various polarities. Even for the same
topics, users may express totally different opinions. Moti-
vated by the intuition that developers are more concerned
about the negative app aspects [28], [29], MERIT focuses on
the topics inferred as negative instead of incorporating
topics in all sentiment polarities. Thus, MERIT can expose
the topics likely corresponding to app issues.

Observation 3: MERIT Can Interpret Topics With More Rep-
resentative and Coherent Labels. For accurate topic labeling,
we combine word embeddings to prioritize semantically-
representative phrase/sentence candidates. Table 7 shows
the ranked phrases with and without word embeddings
involved, respectively. We can discover that the proposed
word-embedding-enhanced topic labeling (NTL) approach
can better interpret the topic meanings in terms of coher-
ence and semantic accuracy. For example, the original topic
labeling approach selects “playback error galore” and
“playback error” as the most representative phrases of Topic
1 and Topic 2 respectively, which are intuitively different
from the general meaning of the topics (i.e., split view and
subscription box respectively) and can cause confusion to
developers in understanding the detected emerging issues.
Instead, the top three phrases of these two topics obtained

TABLE 6
Comparison on the Topics Generated by LDA and BTM for the

YouTube iOS App

The topics are related to “battery drainage”, “play button”, and “video
recommendation” respectively, each with top eight terms presented. Fonts
with wavy underlines highlight the terms that are not semantically related to
the issue topic.

TABLE 7
Examples of Ranked Phrases With the Original Topic Labeling
Approach (denoted as MERIT+TL) and the NewWord-Embed-

ding-Based Approach (denoted as MERIT+NTL)

Fonts with wavy underlines highlight the phrase labels that are not semanti-
cally related to the corresponding topic. We also present the ground truth cor-
responding to each topic in boldface.
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by MERIT are semantically coherent, all about split view or
subscription.

6.2 Why Does Our Model Fail?

We have also summarized two main scenarios that may
lead to inaccurate emerging issue prediction.

Observation 1: MERIT May Miss the Emerging App Issues
Only Mentioned in Few User Reviews. For the emerging issues
only expressed in few (e.g., three or four) reviews, they are
difficult to be exposed through topic modeling approaches
[26], [27]. For example, one major modification claimed by
the version 5.9.3 of the Clean Master app, i.e., “Added Cloud
Recycle Bin - Recover misdeleted photos from the cloud up to 30
days after deleting”, MERIT misses capturing any emerging
issue related to “recycle bin”. After inspecting the collected
corpus, we find that only three reviews received in the pre-
vious version are describing the recycle bin, which possibly
leading to the omission. We discover similar failure scenar-
ios for other apps. For instance, for the NOAA Radar iOS
app, it made a major change about its widget in its version
2.0 that fixes an issue, i.e., “Tap on Today tab, scroll to the bot-
tom and tap Edit” as written in the changelog. MERIT fails to
identify the issue since it is only discussed by three pieces
of reviews in the corpus of the previous version.

Observation 2: Official Changelogs May Not Cover All the
App Issues of the Previous Version That are Fixed in the Current
Version. Although app markets such as the App Store
encourages app developers to write what is actually hap-
pening to the apps in the changelog [59], app developers
tend to write sketchy and vague bullet points for the
changes, such as “Bug fixes” and “We’re always trying to
improve your experience”. Although we already filter such
changelogs out during validation, the release notes may not
cover all the major changes made to current versions and
could lead to false negatives.

First, the app issues may not be fixed instantly in the next
updated version. For example, MERIT detects an emerging
issue associated with video orientation modes, described as
“portrait mode” and “full screen mode”, for version 11.39 of
the YouTube iOS app. One user complained that “Sometimes
when I’m on full screen mode, I click the minimise screen button
and it doesn’t work. I try to flip my phone and it doesn’t mini-
mise.”, and gave a two-star rating. The issue also aroused
heated discussion on the YouTube online forum [60]. We
discover that the issue was fixed in a later version 12.05
instead of the immediate next version, as indicated in the
changelog “Fixed delay when pressing the full screen and mini-
mize buttons in the player”. Such postponement of issue fixing
is reasonable since not all bugs in apps would be addressed
right away [61], [62]. Second, changelogs may describe
modifications in general terms. For example, MERIT alerts
an emerging issue related to “Samsung keyboard” and “force
close” for version 5.0.4.93 of the SwiftKey app. Although the
issue is greatly relevant to the corresponding changelog
“Fixed issues causing repeated crashes on some devices when load-
ing the keyboard”, the evaluation of MERIT regards “device”
and “Samsung” as mismatched. Finally, changelogs may not
cover all the major app changes. For instance, we find that
the voice dictation issue identified by MERIT for version
5.1.0.60 of the SwiftKey app is a change (i.e., forcing install
additional app for voice dictation) made in the app version

but not described in the changelog. For example, one user
commented that “After update, force install additional app
‘google voice search’ for voice dictation, which was not previously
required. .... I wish I knew so I would not update the app.”.

6.3 Efficiency of MERIT

We evaluate whether MERIT can output emerging app
issues within reasonable time, by comparing the execution
time of MERIT on the subject apps with IDEA, and also
with different extensions of IDEA (i.e., “+BTM”,
“+Sentiment”, and “+NTL”). In this experiment, we ran-
domly select subsets of the 5,000 reviews from the YouTube
dataset (of different sizes) and run all the models. We run
our experiments on a PC with Intel(R) Xeon E5-2620v2 CPU
(2.10 GHz, 6 cores) and 16GB RAM. Fig. 7 displays the com-
parison results of time consumed on different dataset sizes.
As can be seen from Fig. 7, all the models spend more time
as the amount of data increases. We also find that the
“IDEA+BTM”, “IDEA+Sentiment” and ”IDEA+NTL” mod-
els cost 16.0, 25.8, and 58.4 percent more time than the IDEA
model when handling 5,000 reviews, respectively. Undoubt-
edly, MERIT incurs the highest time cost among all the
models due to its higher complexity, which can cost 1.3
times more time than IDEA when processing the 5,000
reviews. In spite of the higher time cost, MERIT can deal
with 1,000 reviews within eight seconds and 5,000 reviews
within three minutes, which we believe to be still accept-
able. Therefore, our experiments demonstrate that MERIT
can detect emerging app issues more accurately while pre-
serving reasonable time costs.

6.4 Parameter Analysis

We also quantitatively compare the performance of MERIT
in different parameter settings. We analyze three parame-
ters, that is, the number of topics K, the window size v, the
penalty factor m (in Equ. (10)), and balance parameter m (in
Equ. (11)). We vary the values of these four parameters and
evaluate their impact on the performance of MERIT. The
results are shown in Fig. 8.

6.4.1 The Number of Topics

As can be seen in Fig. 8 (1), the Fhybrid score curves created
by varying topic numbers are not consistent among the

Fig. 7. Efficiency of MERITand the comparison models on different data
sizes of 5,000 reviews.
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apps. For some apps such as YouTube, Clean Master, and
Ebay apps, larger topic numbers can achieve better perfor-
mance. However, for the SwiftKey and NOAA Radar apps,
smaller topic numbers are preferred. This may be because
the YouTube, Clean Master, and Ebay apps have relatively
larger review volumes than the SwiftKey and NOAA Rader
apps in the collected dataset, so more topics may exist. To
better balance the precision and recall, we set the topic num-
ber as 13 during experiments.

6.4.2 Window Size

According to Fig. 8 (2), the performance varies along with
different window sizes. On the whole, the trends are analo-
gous to an inverted “U” shape, such as the Viber, SwiftKey,
and NOAA Radar apps. Such a phenomenon is reasonable
since the topic distributions of the current version strongly
rely on those of the previous versions within the window
size. Smaller window sizes render the topic distributions of
current versions more sensitive and unstable. Although
larger window sizes can weaken the sensitiveness, they
may also lack the sensitivity to emerging issues. We set win-
dow size v as three since the setting can bring relatively bet-
ter performance on the studied apps (indicated in Fig. 8).

6.4.3 Penalty Factor

As shown in Fig. 8 (3), an approximately inverted “U”
shape can also be observed in most apps, such as the Clean
Master, Ebay, and SwiftKey apps. Smaller penalty values
may lead the ranked sentences to not distinguish the two

topics well, and thereby prioritize similar sentence labels
for the topics. In this way, the issues in sentences would not
be able to cover all the emerging issues. However, larger
penalty values may cause the label prioritization to put
more weights on the distinguishability instead of the
semantic similarity between the labels and topics, so the
sentence labels may not well represent the meanings of cur-
rent topics. We choose the penalty factor m ¼ 1:0 since the
value presents almost the best performance on all the stud-
ied apps.

6.4.4 Balance Parameter

The results under different balance parameters are illus-
trated in Fig. 8 (4). We can observe that generally higher bal-
ance parameters can lead to better performance for the
studied apps, such as the Clean Master, Viber, and Ebay
apps. However, such patterns are not applicable to the other
apps. Since m ¼ 0:5 can achieve a good performance on our
datasets, we set the balance parameter as 0.5 in our
experiments.

6.5 Manual Inspection

In this paper, to automate the parameter tuning and result
verification processes, we adopt a common semantic mea-
surement metric [63], i.e., cosine similarity. However, the
automatic evaluation results might not exactly reflect practi-
cal performance. Manual evaluation is therefore needed to
comprehensively evaluate the consistency between detected
emerging issues and the ground truth. Since validating all

Fig. 8. Impact of different parameters on the Fhybrid.
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the emerging issues would consume huge human effort, we
chose the YouTube app, which contains the most versions
among the studied apps (accounting for 37.1 percent of all
the app versions and containing 70 official issues in total),
for manual verification. The first two authors independently
examined the sentence-level issues detected by MERIT with
the descriptions in the changelogs of the immediate ver-
sions. The initial kappa agreement score between the two
raters is 0.725 (substantial agreement). Finally, the two
raters discussed the sentences with discrepant labels one-
by-one to reach a consensus. The whole labeling process
costs us around two weeks. To facilitate future research, we
release our labeled dataset publicly.8

The results are shown in Table 8. As can be seen, compar-
ing manual inspection results with the scores computed by
cosine similarity, the differences range from -5.2 to +4.1 per-
cent. Also, in terms of the Fhybrid scores, there is only a small
disparity (around -1 percent). Thus, using cosine similarity
could be regarded as a reliable way to alleviate the labor
burden and time consumed in both parameter tuning and
verification. The effectiveness of MERIT is consequently
confirmed.

6.6 Survey on Industry Practitioners

To further demonstrate the effectiveness and practicability
of our proposed approach, we conducted a user study with
44 full-time employees from three large IT companies in
China including Tencent, Alibaba, and Netease. We con-
tacted the cooperative partners from the engineering
department in each of the companies and asked their help
to distribute our online questionnaire. Each participant
would receive a small compensation as reward. In the end,
we obtained answers from 28, 11, and 5 employees from
Tencent, Alibaba, and Netease, respectively. We provide a
summary of the survey results as below.9

The 44 participants include 19 developers (43.2 percent), 9
data analysts (20.5 percent), 6 test engineer (13.6 percent), 2
product managers (4.5 percent), and 10 from other positions
(22.7 percent).10 Around 80 percent of the participants have
more than one year of software engineering experience. The
online questionnaire consists of five questions: two questions
on participants’ background and three questions for under-
standing their attitude towards the practicability of MERIT.
During the survey, we validated the practicability of MERIT
in terms of three aspects: acceptability of the provided

emerging issues, preference of higher accuracy but with
more time consumption, and willingness of adopting such a
tool into the development pipeline.

6.6.1 Acceptability of the Provided Emerging Issues

Prior studies [64], [65] define “acceptability” of an applica-
tion as a measure of users’ overall experience with an appli-
cation, including perceived ease of use, usefulness of its
functionalities, and quality of user experience. In our study,
“acceptability” mainly corresponds to the usefulness of the
results provided by MERIT, and thus is narrower than the
aforementioned definition of the term. Specifically, we sur-
vey the participants about their opinions on the presented
descriptions of the emerging issues, by providing one offi-
cial changelog example of YouTube and the corresponding
detected emerging issues. Following the definition of Likert
scale for attitude measurement [66], the aspect is rated on a
1-5 Likert scale (5 for strong agreement, 4 for agreement, 3
for undecided, 2 for disagreement, and 1 for strong dis-
agreement). The survey results indicate that all the inter-
viewees (100 percent) agree that the provided issues are
acceptable, among which 14 (31.8 percent) of them are
strongly in favor of the usefulness of the issue descriptions.

6.6.2 Preference of Higher Accuracy But With More

Time Cost

To investigate on developer’s opinions regarding the perfor-
mance of MERIT, especially whether the higher accuracy is
worth the additional time cost, we present the performance
of two model examples and ask participants to choose the
preferred one. The two models are: Model A can process
200 reviews in one second and obtains 60 percent accuracy;
while model B achieves 80 percent accuracy but can only
process 125 reviews per second. According to the survey, 28
(63.6 percent) of the interviewees prefer model B which
achieves a higher accuracy but with a lower processing
speed, and six interviewees (13.6 percent) consider both
models to be acceptable. Only 10 survey respondents (22.7
percent) chose model A over model B. The results indicate
that industry practitioners possibly prefer MERIT than the
baselines regarding the performance.

6.6.3 Willingness of Applying MERIT into Industry

We collect participants’ opinions of whether they are will-
ing to employ or recommend developers to employ our tool
MERIT. This aspect is also rated on a 1-5 Likert scale (5 for
strong agreement, 4 for agreement, 3 for undecided, 2 for
disagreement, and 1 for strong disagreement). According to
the survey, around 86.4 percent of the interviewees express
that they strongly agree or agree to use MERIT in their
development pipelines, and 36.4 percent convey a strong
agreement. The results demonstrate the potential benefit of
MERIT to developers.

6.7 Comparison With TopicSketch

In this section, we compare MERIT with TopicSketch [67],
one of the latest emerging event detection methods on Twit-
ter data stream [68], to further demonstrate the effectiveness
of the proposed approach. Specifically, the “sketch” topic

TABLE 8
The Results of Manual Evaluation on the YouTube Dataset

Method PrecisionE RecallL Fhybrid

IDEA 0.576 (-0.052) 0.673 (+0.007) 0.621 (-0.015)
MERIT 0.618 (-0.049) 0.801 (+0.041) 0.698 (-0.012)

The values inside brackets indicate the fluctuation ranges comparing to the
scores computed by cosine similarity. Here, the comparison is based on the sen-
tence-level issue representations.

8. https://github.com/armor-ai/MERIT/tree/master/dataset
9. The online questionnaire and collected feedback can be found at

https://wj.qq.com/s2/5848368/94afand https://github.com/armor-
ai/MERIT/tree/master/dataset, respectively.

10. 2/44 participants are from two different positions, respectively.
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provides a “snapshot” of the content in current Twitter
stream and updates along with timestamp. TopicSketch
detects emerging events by detecting acceleration in three
quantities: the whole Twitter stream, every word and every
pair of words. The sketch-based topic modeling approach
triggers emerging topic inference when an acceleration on
these stream quantities is detected. We map consecutive
app versions to sequential timestamps for fitting Topic-
Sketch into our app review scenario.

The comparison results are illustrated in Table 9. Since
TopicSketch only outputs phrase-level topic labels for
emerging events and the computation of RecallL requires
both emerging and non-emerging events, we only consider
PrecisionE for phrase-level issues during comparison. As
can be seen, MERIT outperforms TopicSketch on all the sub-
ject apps, showing an increase at 58.7 percent in terms of the
PrecisionE on average. The results further indicate the effec-
tiveness of MERIT in emerging app issue detection.

6.8 Industrial Practice

Team X in one IT Company Y aims to provide developers
with abnormal events report and operation statistics of tens
of apps of the company. With increasing quantities of the
app reviews, it is necessary for Team X to automate the
manual anomaly analysis process. We have successfully
deployed MERIT to help Team X maintain six apps that
receive 1,000-5,000 reviews daily. The six apps cover four
categories, including social, tool, music, and communica-
tion. MERIT detects emerging app issues in real time and
feeds the issues back to the developers. Due to the confi-
dentiality rules and regulations of the company, the details
of the detected issues are not allowed to be published. Nev-
ertheless, we received the following encouraging comments
from the developers:

“The tool is great and helps us reduce lots of manpower. The
visualization way is impressive and intuitive.”

“The model deployment is convenient. I also like the perfor-
mance of the emerging app issue detection.”

“I think we could establish long-term collaboration on daily mon-
itoring of app reviews. The tool brings lots of convenience to us.”

These comments indicate that MERIT can be practically
useful and helpful to the developers. The positive feedbacks
indicate that MERIT can indeed be appreciated by app
developers in assisting their emerging app issue detection
for precise and timely response to their end users.

6.9 Threat to Validity

First, our model evaluation is based on the six subject apps
in [11], which may not guarantee the generalization of the
findings. We pick the dataset used in [11] to allow for fair
comparison. Second, app versions with few user reviews
can impact the performance of MERIT. Since small datasets
can be easily analyzed manually, MERIT is targeted for
automatic analysis of large review datasets. Also, MERIT”s
good performance on different quantities of user reviews
(on average 523�6,332 reviews per version) show that
MERIT would well adapt to different review sizes. Third,
the 500 opinion words manually labeled during polarity
word preparation procedure may not be the optimal opin-
ion words for inferring the sentiment associated with each
topic. To mitigate the threat, we randomly selected the
words weighted by their frequencies, so the words with
higher frequencies are more likely to be selected and
labeled. Also, we ensure the sample corresponds to a statis-
tically significant proportion of the whole opinion lexicons.
In practice, app developers can choose a different opinion
word set for emerging issue detection. How to select an
optimal set of opinion words for better sentiment inference
can be future work. Fourth, the changelogs and cosine simi-
larity measurement that we adopt for evaluation may not
accurately reflect the practical performance. We mitigate
this threat by manually validating the results on a sample of
reviews and demonstrating that the results reported using
cosine similarity are consistent with those obtained via
manual inspection.

Another threat is that during the manual inspection, we
choose only the YouTube app for analysis, and the YouTube
app may not be representative of all the studied apps. To
mitigate this threat, we ensure that the selected app versions
account for a significant proportion (37.1 percent) of all the
studied versions. Moreover, in this study, we only combine
the sentiment characteristic of app reviews into MERIT
while other factors such as device types that may be helpful
for emerging issue detection are not involved. Future stud-
ies should broaden the set of features used to characterize
app reviews in our study and investigate the impact of dif-
ferent characteristics on the performance of emerging issue
detection. In addition, there may be alternative approaches
to combine topics and sentiment for emerging issue detec-
tion, e.g., implementing a two-step pipeline where extract-
ing negative review sentences or paragraphs is the first
step, and modeling topics of the negative texts is the second
step. We leave implementation and evaluation of these
alternatives to future work. Finally, MERIT shares the same
limitation with the adopted topic modeling approach [14],
i.e., the number of topics should be determined initially.
This limitation is brought by the unsupervised nature of the
approach. There are studies [69], [70], [71] on automatically

TABLE 9
Comparison Results With TopicSketch

App Name
(#avg. reviews)

Method PrecisionE (Phrase)

YouTube (1,143) TopicSketch 0.132
MERIT 0.625

Clean Master (6,332) TopicSketch 0.101
MERIT 0.667

Viber (2,141) TopicSketch 0.157
MERIT 0.667

Ebay (3,943) TopicSketch 0.203
MERIT 0.889

SwiftKey (1,313) TopicSketch 0.091
MERIT 0.800

NOAA Radar (523) TopicSketch 0.189
MERIT 0.750

The value under each app name indicates the average number of reviews across
the versions, and bold figures highlight better results.
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identifying the optimal topic number, but they are not easy
to be adapted to online topic modeling approaches, which
is the core of our proposed framework. How to efficiently
discover the optimum topic numbers for online topic mod-
els can be regarded as a challenging and interesting work
for future research.

7 RELATED WORK

We discuss two threads of studies that inspire our work:
App review analysis and emerging topic detection.

7.1 App Review Analysis

Since app reviews serve as an essential channel between
users and developers, and provide rich information about
app usage, the number of studies on user review analysis is
on the rise [72]. Recent research has leveraged Natural Lan-
guage Processing and Machine Learning techniques to
extract useful information from online app products to help
developers realize, test, optimize, maintain, and release
apps (see e.g., [73], [74], [75], [76]). The major goal of these
studies is to alleviate the burden of summarizing useful
knowledge from a relatively huge quantity of unstructured
texts. Here, we focus on the research that exploiting app
reviews to facilitate the process of app maintenance and
release.

A number of studies [77], [78], [79], [80] categorize user
reviews based on their sentiment (e.g., either praise or com-
plaint) and general topics (e.g., bug report or feature
request). Di Sorbo et al. [81] presented an approach called
SURF to further classify reviews into fine-grained topics
(e.g., GUI and security). Based on the categorized reviews,
Gu and Kim [82] applied aspect opinion mining and senti-
ment analysis to find the most popular features of an app.
Although they can present the rating changes of one app
feature over time, the ratings are tracked based on feature
words instead of topics. Moreover, their work does not
establish the relation of features with star-ratings [83].
Besides, Islam and Zibran [84] and Calefato et al. [85] design
sentiment analysis tools specific to software development.

Topic modeling is widely used in different domains, and
interesting results have been inferred [86], [87]. Conse-
quently, some researchers rely on topic modeling technique
[13], [14] to analyze user reviews. Iacob and Harrison [88]
and Guzman and Maalej [28] applied LDA to extract app
features. Chen et al. [29] adopted LDA to capture the topic
distribution of each user review, based on which they prior-
itized useful user reviews to developers. Fu et al. [89] ana-
lyzed the changes in the review number associated with
each topic over time. Noei et al. [83] used LDA to determine
the key topics of user reviews for different app categories.
Gao et al. [16], [87] resorted to topic modeling methods for
prioritizing app issues. None of the papers mentioned
above have considered the sentiment changes of topics
along with time or exploited the changes to detect emerging
app issues.

Our previous work [11] is the most recent study focusing
on tracking app issues along with release versions. Specifi-
cally, the IDEA proposed in [11] analyzed issue changes
along with app versions using online topic modeling during
which the emerging app issues are identified. Another of

our recent work [90] also aimed at detecting emerging app
issues but mainly during the beta testing periods. Although
the IDEA model performs well on the studied apps, the pro-
posed model still meets several limitations as discussed in
Section 1.

Nayebi et al. investigate app updating frequency and its
impact [91], [92]. They find that users prefer to install apps
that were updated more recently and less frequently. Thus,
frequent updates are not always considered positively in
practice. Updating frequencies should also be carefully
determined. Determining the sweet spot for app update fre-
quency is an important and an interesting research topic. As
this is beyond the scope of the current paper, we will leave
this for future work.

7.2 Emerging Topic Detection

An event,11 in the context of social media, is an occur-
rence of interest in the real world which initiates a discus-
sion on the event-associated topic on social media
platforms, either soon after the occurrence or, sometimes,
in anticipation of it. The emerging event detection
approaches can be based on term interestingness [93],
incremental clustering [94], or topic modeling [95], etc.
For example, Li et al. [96] identified emerging events from
Twitter by first selecting top bursty words and then con-
duct word clustering, which is a term-interestingness-
based approach. A comprehensive survey on emerging
topic detection approaches can be found in Hasan et al.’s
work [68]. Different from texts on social media, each
review is specific to one app version, and generally
shorter in length [12], [97], which renders app review
mining a more challenging task [16], [73], [98], specialized
to software engineering context. However, the existing
studies [68] in machine learning field either do not
involve automatic labeling of topics or do not consider
the short length nature of input texts, so directly applying
them into our app review scenario will not be optimal.

Thus far in the app review analysis literature, term inter-
estingness [41], [90], [99] and topic modeling methods [11]
have been widely used.

The term-interestingness-based methods rely on tracking the
terms likely to be related to being an event, and are usually
followed with clustering methods. Various approaches are
proposed to determine the interestingness score12 of each
term. For example, Minh Vu et al. [41], [99] first grouped the
keywords using clustering algorithms and then determine
the emergent clusters based on the occurrence frequencies
of the keywords in each cluster.

The topic-modeling-based methods associate each document
with a probability distribution over various latent topics
and track the topic distributions over time. For example,
our previous work [11] proposed an online topic modeling
approach to infer the topic distributions of user reviews
along with app releases. The emerging topics are identified
based on their differences with the corresponding topics in
previous time slices.

11. An event in social media corresponds to an app issue in the con-
text of app reviews.

12. The interestingness score refers to the possibility of a term to be
related to an emerging event.
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The term-interestingness-based methods can be regarded
as a down-top model (i.e., from word to topic), while the
topic-modeling-based methods are top-down (i.e., from
topic to word). Since the abruptness of one topic does not
indicate that all the words belonging to the topic show
bursty trends, term-interestingness-based models may gen-
erate true negatives due to missing bursty words. Thus, our
proposed model is based on the topic modeling approach.

8 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

To ensure good user experience and maintain high-quality
apps, identifying emerging issues in a timely and accurate
manner is critical. In this paper, we propose a novel topic-
modeling-based framework named MERIT for detecting
emerging issues by analyzing online app reviews. MERIT
improves the state-of-the-art method by better modeling of
short review texts, jointly modeling topics and sentiment,
and using word embeddings to better interpret topics.
Extensive experiments verify the effectiveness and effi-
ciency of our proposed framework, MERIT. In the future,
we will conduct evaluations using a larger dataset and
deploy the model with our industry partners.
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